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Description of the dataset

Number of agencies by country

Figure 1 shows the number of actual institutions (not number of sectors covered) in every country. There are a total of 17 sectors.

Sector coverage by country

Figure 2 displays the number of sectors covered by agencies in every sector (not the number of institutions). There are a total of 115 countries.

Cluster analysis

Number of clusters

Figure 3 shows the model comparison of several different cluster analysis models based on EM for a parameterized Gaussian mixture models. The model comparison can be performed using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Specifying 6 clusters for the dataset is aligned with a number beyond which the gains in the Bayesian Information Criterion are almost negligible and the complexity of describing new clusters increases.

Distribution of countries by cluster

Figure 4 presents the proportion of agencies that, within each country, are classified in each of the clusters.

Distribution of sector by cluster

Figure 5 shows the proportion of agencies that, within each sectors, are classified in each of the clusters.

Classification of countries

Figure 6 presents the dendrogram with the classification of countries based on the means of the institutions within country to calculate the country position in each of the dimensions. The dendrogram is based on hierarchical cluster analysis with the Ward agglomerative method and with the distance matrix calculated using Euclidean distances.
Classification of sectors

Figure 7 shows the dendrogram with the classification of sectors based on using means of the institutions within sector to calculate the sector position in each of the dimensions. The dendrogram is based on hierarchical cluster analysis with the Ward agglomerative method and with the distance matrix calculated using euclidean distances.
Mixed Factor analysis

The measurement model is based on mixed factor analysis. This section presents the JAGS code for the dimension with more variables (namely, Political independence). It is equal for all dimensions, except that for other dimensions not all parts—continuous, binary and ordinal—are necessary.

```jags
model {
  # Measurement part
  for (o in 1:O) { # Observations
    # -- Binary variables
    for (ib in 1:I.binary) {
      Y.binary[o,ib] ~ dbern(pi[o,ib])
      logit(pi[o,ib]) <- mu[o,ib]
      mu[o,ib] <- delta[ib,1] * (xi[o] - delta[ib,2])
    }
    # -- Continuous variables
    for (ic in 1:I.continuous) {
      Y.continuous[o,ic] ~ dnorm(mu.continuous[o,ic], tau.continuous[ic])
      mu.continuous[o,ic] <- gamma[ic,1] + (xi[o] * gamma[ic,2])
    }
    # -- Ordinal variables
    for (io in 1:I.ordinal) {
      nu[o,io] <- lambda[io,1] + (xi[o] * lambda[io,2])
    }
    # ------------
    # -- Prior over thresholds for ordinal variables
    alpha1 ~ dnorm(-3, 4)
    for (ic in 1:I.ordinal) {
      lambda[ic,1] ~ dnorm(0, 1)
      lambda[ic,2] ~ dnorm(0, 1)T(0,)
    }
    # ------------
    # Priors for measurement part - continuous
    for (ic in 1:I.continuous) {
      gamma[ic,1] ~ dnorm(0, 1)
      gamma[ic,2] ~ dnorm(0, 1)T(0,)
    }
    # ------------
    # Priors for measurement part - binary
    for (ib in 1:I.binary) {
      delta[ib,1] ~ dnorm(0, 1)T(0,)
      delta[ib,2] ~ dnorm(0, 1)
    }
    # ------------
    # Priors for scores of observations
    for (o in 1:O) {
      xi[o] ~ dnorm(0, 1)
    }
  }
}
```
The factor loadings and discrimination parameters are shown in Figure 8.
Figure 1: Number of regulatory agencies (institutions) in each country.
Figure 2: Coverage of regulatory agencies in each sector.

Figure 3: Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for several hierarchical cluster analysis models based on EM for a parameterized Gaussian mixture model.
Figure 4: Proportion of agencies that, within each country, are classified in each of the clusters.
Figure 5: Proportion of agencies that, within each sectors, are classified in each of the clusters.

Figure 6: Dendrogram for country means.
Figure 7: Dendrogram for sector means.
Managerial autonomy, Political Autonomy, Public accountability, Regulatory capabilities

- Budget approval
- Budget control
- Budget income
- Organizational structure
- Personal status
- Personnel policy
- Agency board members appointment
- Agency board members dismissal
- Agency board members professional requirement
- Agency board members renewal
- Agency head appointment
- Agency head dismissal
- Agency head professional requirement
- Agency head renewal
- Resolutions are online
- Minutes are online
- Civil society accountability - Public hearings
- Civil society accountability - Other
- Civil society accountability - Open consultations
- Civil society accountability - Consumers’ office
- Civil society accountability - Advisory council
- Annual reports are online
- Accountable to the parliament
- Accountable to the ministry
- Accountable to the executive
- Revision decisions - President - Prime Minister
- Revision decisions - Parliament
- Revision decisions - Other regulatory agency
- Revision decisions - None
- Revision decisions - Minister
- Revision decisions - Judiciary
- Regulatory competencies in the sector
- Capacity to supervise
- Capacity to implement sanctions
- Capacity to establish prices
- Capacity to establish entries and exits of the market
- Capacity to elaborate norms
- Capacity to do research
- Capacity to do conflict resolution

Figure 8: Factor loadings (continuous and ordinal variables) and discriminations (binary variables) for every variable in the measurement model.